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his biography of the leader. Another factor in the rise of new narrative and poetry was contact with urban life outside of Tibet. Doring Pandita's writings show a fascination with Beijing and an engagement with Nepal through allegorical poetry.

The rise of the aristocratic literati in Lhasa was not without detractors, both internally and externally. The Sixth Dalai Lama gave back his monastic vows and turned away from his responsibilities as leader of the country, but he also engaged in a more subtle form of protest through his writings. Unlike his predecessor, the Great Fifth Dalai Lama, the Sixth wrote no major works of philosophy, nor did he write in the preferred style of poetry for the elite, the Indian kavya style. Instead he wrote love songs in a folk idiom that has more in common with harvest songs of peasants than the amorous musings of Polhané. More explicit are critiques of the cultural and social milieu in Central Tibet by writers at the margins of the Tibetan cultural world. Tenzin Repa (1646–1723) offered spirited criticism of the baroque excess within the institutions of Central Tibet, the very excess that had given rise to the literary innovation represented by Dokharwa. Finally, some writers remained rooted in their homelands outside Central Tibet, yet still found social space in which to innovate. This was the case with Orgyen Chökyi, the author of one of the earliest autobiographies by a woman in Tibetan. KRS

AMOROUS WRITINGS

LOVE SONGS OF THE SIXTH DALAI LAMA

The Sixth Dalai Lama took the throne as ruler of Tibet in 1701, some eighteen years after the death of the Fifth Dalai Lama in 1682. He was by all accounts ill suited for the job, and it is tempting to wonder if he would have abdicated had he not been deposed by the Mongol leader Lhazang Khan in 1706. There are good grounds for sympathizing with Tsangyang Gyatso, who remains one of the most complex and intriguing characters in Tibetan history. Born in the southern borderlands of Tibet, he was, unlike most Dalai Lamas, not brought to Lhasa at a young age, and did not benefit from the intensive education and enculturation that monastic training in the country's capital would have offered. Rather, he was raised in secrecy, as imposed by the Fifth Dalai Lama's regent, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, near his homeland until he was a teenager, then ushered into the political world as an inexperienced young man. Tsangyang Gyatso refused to play the role assigned to him by the regent, preferring instead to spend his time among the Lhasa public enjoying women, wine, and song. If this was not precisely what Sanggyé Gyatso had intended, history has been kind to Tsangyang Gyatso, and his poems remain among the most loved literature produced by any of the Dalai Lamas. Tibetans remember him as the Dalai Lama with a human face. He was an enlightened figure, to be sure, but he was the
Dalai Lama who chose to exhibit his pure and exalted status by conducting himself in a most sensual, amorous, and creaturely manner. Today Tsangyang Gyatso is largely known through his poetry, which is famous throughout Tibet. These brief, disconnected verses speak of yearning, arousal, and sadness. They evoke romantic images of the Tibetan landscape and nostalgic memories of drunken nights and days of youth. Perhaps more than any other work of Tibetan literature, they bring the gods to earth. KRS

(1)
From top the eastward peak,
arose the clear white moon:
her immaculate face
turned and turned in my mind.

(2)
Last year’s cast seedlings
this year ripple as hay.
A stripling’s aging frame
stiff as a southern bow.

(4)
On chance’s road I met
a perfumed bodied girl.
Like turquoise in my hand
I threw its beauty back.

(25)
A bee caught in a web:
body of a Kong youth.
Her bed-mate for three days,
he thinks of holy lands.

(34)
If my girl could not die
there’d be no end to beer;
we’d stay in youth’s haven.
In this I put my trust.

(36)
Is not my love since youth
descended from the wolves?
Once she’s known skin and flesh
she bolts back to the hills.
Central kingly Meru,
stay faithful, do not change;
the rounds of sun and moon
must not be thought to stray.

I know all her soft flesh
but not her constancy;
by drawing in the dirt
I measure to the stars.

Our tryst in the dense woods
of the southern valley
a parrot only knows,
all else are ignorant.
O parrot, please do not
repeat our secret words.

Hey, old dog called "Beard,"
more clever than a man,
don't say, "He left at dawn,"
don't say, "He came at dusk."

I ask you, you white crane,
give me your wing's power.
I am not going far,
just 'round Litang and back.¹

Behind me a demon.
Who cares if he's fearsome?
I saw a sweet apple
and was compelled to pluck.


¹This verse is often considered a prophecy of the Sixth Dalai Lama's rebirth, for the Seventh Dalai Lama was born in Kham, in the region of Litang.